
Sandstone Big Sitting Lord
Ganesha Sitting Sculpture 50 in
Read More
SKU: 01256
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Ganesha Statues

Product Description

Don't settle for the average shop's unique and nature-inspired decor pieces only at
CRAFTS ODISHA. This Sandstone big Ganesha sitting sculpture has everything you
need for your home and office space. Material:  Sandstone / Red stone  
Dimension(HWL): 50 x 28 x 15 inches Height: 4 ft (approx.) Position: Sitting
Features of the Sandstone Ganesha Murti: 

The idol shown here is of the elephant head god "Lord Ganesha".
The idol is seen sitting over a substructure, wearing a crown making him look more regal.
His four hands are held with a noose, a goad his broken tusk, and his favorite sweet Ladoo.
Stone carving is the tremendous creativity of Odishan Craftsmanship which has been
sustained for generations through the carving of the temples and monuments throughout
Odisha and has earned popularity throughout the globe.

Lord Ganesha; importance and significance 

He is the son of Mahadev and Parvati.
He is mainly represented as Vighnaharta, one who takes away obstacles.
He is also the embodiment of wisdom and knowledge.
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His right side trunk is called Siddhi Vinayaka. Siddhi, one of the wives of Ganpati inhabits
to his right and hence, the idol with a trunk curved to the right is called Siddhi Vinayaka.
The right-sided trunk stands for freedom from all worldly pleasures and the attainment of
Moksha.
Ganesh Chaturthi also called Vinayaka Chavithi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon
period (Shukla Chaturthi) in the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad

Ideas for a dreamy outdoor embellishment:

 Regardless of how sunny or shady, woodsy or open, large or small your garden is you can
complement the look with the sandstone Ganesha statue.
 Choosing greenery of varying heights to incorporate the statue is an easy way to boost
your outdoor space's visual appeal.
 There's no reason why you can't carry the aesthetic to your indoor living room, the end
table or pedestal where you can install the statue can do the trick.
Creating and cultivating the Ganesha statue in the entryway or foyer of the home/
office/restaurant makes the space picture-perfect.
 Spruce up your garden with an assortment of colorful plants making a bed of flowers for
the statue that embodies the beauty of the season.
Hospitals, lobbies, and the corridors of resorts or hotels give an instant makeover.

Advantageous reasons for keeping the Lord Ganesha statue:

Helpful in bringing success to the worshipper and it will also assist his devotee to steer
clear of the obstacles in his path.
 Lord Ganesha is also known for blessing his devotees with good fortune and wealth.
 He provides us with complete peace and absolute happiness.

Doing general cleaning of the sandstone sculpture:

Sandstone is a natural stone that can be used inside and outside of your home. Cleaning
Indian sandstone is simple.
To clean your sandstone, you just need some common cleaning products and the proper
technique.
use a dry towel or a small, hand-held brush to wipe all crumbs, dust, and other debris off of
them.
You can also use a vacuum to get rid of all loose dirt and debris on the surface.
Use a clean, soft rag to wipe down your sandstone. Simply get the rag wet, ring it out in
the sink, and then wipe the entire sculpture.
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